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Recycled -Garbage 
Used In Hospitals, 
" 
European Towns 
Regular household garbage which amounts to 5lbs. per person per 
day, could be tumf.\d into instant eoe)'f~Y fol' large apartment 
complexes using a new waste conversion system. 
A Vllcuum collection system for solid waste coawcrsioll has bcCil 
imph1mentcd in some European cities and U.S. hospitals, 
~nviroumcntal consultant Gary Kramer Sllid. · 
Under this system, garbage is dropped down a chute and carried 
by vacuum to n giant iticincrlltor which burns trash to generate 
electricity or steam heat. A molten &lag of glass and metal 
accumulates in the bottom of the incinerator and must lat()r be 
disposed of as landfill, but .llbout 80 pea· cent of the trash i1.1 usable us 
fuel. · 
It would still be necessary to supply auxilinry fuel to the 
apurtmcn t ,building, J{ramer said. 'rite generator and htcinm·ator 
would run constantly at pctlk ca}>acity. ... 
.Photo by D!ane Wilson 
One of Albuquerque's two landfill sites. On the average day, one ton of trash is accumulated by every 
500 city residents. 
One problem with the vacuum-incineration rnethod is the 
quantity of plastics and aerosol cans in the trash. When burned, 
these products produce. poisonous gasses, Some, like hydrog«m 
chloride, are water soluble and can be ~liminated by spraying the 
emission. Domestic refuse contains little suJfur so sulfur pollution is 
City Dumps 674 Tons Of Trash 
In Landfill On Average Day 
low. . 
"'l'hc system may not be feasible for an apartment building with 
fewer than one or two hundred units,'' Kramer said. An incinerator, 
· generator, vacuum convergence system and emission control system 
are necessary. . 
The col)t ·effectiveness of this system is most favorable in high 
density areas where large quantities of solid waste arc generated, a 
report to National Science Foundation on waste disposal systems 
said. Solid waste 1>roduction depends on the size and standard of 
living of the population, 
ByDEBORAHJOHNSON 
To rnost Albuquerque . residents, trash is 
.something you put in a green plastic bag and set out 
by the curb once a week to be hauled away. In a 
week, many families accumulate three or four bags 
of garbage. From the individual's viewpoint, trash 
disposal isn't much of a problem. 
To the employees of the Albuquerque Refuse 
Service· (ARS), trash is big business. On an .average 
day, one ton of trash is accumulated by every 500 
HThe wind is really our biggest problem," 
~Naranjo explained. "When we get there in the 
morning, we try to work with our backs to the 
wlnd. 
Albuquerque residents. On an average day, 674 tons 
of garbage are disposed or at two landfill sites. 
To deal with the problepts of this refuse, ARS 
spent about $4.5 million last year. . . . 
"We are ahead of 99 per cent of American cities 
with our dis"posal system,'' Everett Naranjo, landfill 
operations supervisor, said. "People come .from all• 
over the country to study our system." 
Albuquerque's present refuse removal system has 
been in effect for about five years. It involves the 
use of 77 trash removal trucks, which cost $42,000 
each and last approximately five years. 
The two landfill sites require several pieces ot 
heavy equip~ent, including D9 tractors, which 
currently cost $175,000 apiece. 
~·our biggest ·expense is manpower,'• Jay 
Reynolds, commercial operations~ supervisor, said. 
"That e"pense has decreased greatly under the new 
system." 
41Before, we ·had to have three or four men on 
each truck. Now, each vehicle is operated by one 
driver, who also picks up the trash," Reynolds 
explained. 
Each driver on a residential route picks up trash 
from an average of 650 homes a day, Mel Martinez, 
residential operations supervisor, explained. '-This is 
a couple of hundred more houses than route drivers 
in other cities can pick up," Naranjo explained, 
· Efficiency is increased by the use of plastic bags ' 
and modern trucks, Martinez said. 
The new system has also greatly increased safety, 
Reynolds said. Accidents on the job, especially back' 
injuries, have decreased substantiat'ly. 
Kids In The Bin 
Despite the modern disposal system, there are 
still problems. On commercia] routes, most trucks 
back up to a bin Which hooks on to the truck and is 
automatically dumped· into the truck. The trash is 
compacted immediately. Although this has.reduced 
injuries while emptying the trash, there is a new 
problem. 
"We are always afraid there will be a child in the 
bin. It has happened in other cities but never here, 
thank God, u Reynolds said. To reduce the chances 
of such an accident, two . men go t() pick up the 
schools' trash. The second man is responsible for 
checking the bin before it is hooked on to the truck. 
''We found two winos in a bin once/' Reynolds 
said, "and we found a child once, too." Reynolds 
A Health Education and Welfare department survey o£ waste 
predicted a per capita· daily increase in refuse to eight lbs. 
Another method-pyrolysis-converts solid wasoos into methane 
and butane gas by heating it under pre1.1sure in the absence or 
oxygen. 
l•hoto by Itcnata Golden 
The Maloof Recycling Company pays 15 cents for one pound 
of aluminum cans. The Coors Company has paid out $14.7 
million $ince 1910. 
'Cash-For-cans' 
/s Thriving Ope-ration 
By DANIEL ('RAIN 
said when the child was found in the bin, there was Re·cycling aluminum cans 
Adolph Coors Brewing Company's 
"cash•for~ans" program started in 
1970. 
no second man on the truck. · appears to be a thriving operation 
!Continued on poge 5) . in the eleven-state area covered by 
Mr. Rogers Has Trashy Place 
Figures released by Coors' 
Denver office indicate that over 
one billion cans were taken in 
during 1974 by the 167 
distributors participating in the 
program. 
Joe G •. Maloof, sole distribut<1r 
of Coors in New Mexico, ·said the 
volume of trade at his 
Albuquerque redemption center 
has increased steadily over the 
past few years, with a sharp rise 
since.Coors Upped its payout rate 
from 1Q to 15 cents per pound ot 
alumirtum cans last June. 
Photo by Diane Wilson 
the keep New Mexlco Beatitlful Recyclin, Center on north 
Broadway is open slx days a week; from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
By LYNDASPARBER 
~ On a windy day; Mr. Roger's neighborhood is usually Jess 
than tidy-in fact, it's downright trashy. Everett ltogers.runs the 
Keep New Mexico Beautiful (KNMB) recycling center on north 
Broadway. 
Rogers now runs the center alone six days a week from 9 ~.m. 
to 5 p.m. . 
Lynda .Katonak, KNMB executive secretary, said ''It's 
difficult tQ keep a nMt junk yard.,. She added that they 
sometimes receive mainb!nance and .processing help from. some 
of the groups sponsoring recycling driVes. 
' ''The disorder is partly a problem of what we are. We take 
parts of people's trash we can use so basicallY Ws still trash, u 
Katonak said .of the occasional disarray of the center. 
Unfortunately, there is little or no market for the paper' 
KNMJJ has collected for recycling. "We just keep piling it up 
until somebody wants it," Rogers said. Although a small 
percentage of the paper is re·Used for paper pulp, the largest 
amount goes into construction (materials such as particle 
... board). . .· . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . · ; ... . . .· ' .· .. · 
Katortak said that hopefully the market will improve in the 
spring when construction projects increase. She satid the price. 
paid for paper has decreased from $20 a toll to $4. The center 
does not pay for donations and uses the money from sales to 
·pay. operating expenses, 
Until the market improves KNMB. has no choice but to 
stockpile paper. A group in Clovis is holding a large amount and 
Lovington . has 1000 . sq. ft. ··. of . papet' available for sale 
immediately, but KNMB has no buy~rs. (Continued on page 6) 
... 
The recycling plant on 2nd St. 
S,W., handles shipments of cans 
from all ten of Maloof's . Coors 
outlets in New Mexico, as Well as 
those brought in by organizations 
·and individuals from the 
Albuquerque area, -
Processing.begins at the sorting 
table, where aluminum cans are 
shakert loose from any of their tin 
counterparts that managed to 
escape earlier visual detection . 
The sorted cans are dumped. into 
the 13 fooi-dt!eJ> shaft or an 
hydraulic press and squashed into 
large .bales weighing 700 to 750 
lbs. each, 
These are tork•Jifted into 
waiting bo:x:cars and 'shipped to 
Alcoa Aluminum's smelters in 
Indiana. The cat'si holding 104 to 
110 bales each" go out at a rate of 
·(Continued on page 3)' 
•• 
~ Goodwill Is Largest Recycler In The State . 
';, By DIANE ROSS .. separ~te garments acc()rding to Besides recyding <>id cl<>the~, Last year's net income was capabilities." Fo1.1r ·handicapped 
!a • laundry needs. f1.1rniture and appliances, $766,_209. Over. half that amount people can do the work of one 
S As YOI! !lnter Goodwill's textile The rags gQ to dealers and other Goodwill is .a human .reclamation went mto handicapped wages and regula~ employee, . , . ~ recycling center on Edith SE, the cloth I!& go through a second center. the res.t was abso~b.ed ?Y Paymg everyone the mm1m~m 
ro:_ smell, of perdolethylene, a sorting where workers decide "We also rl'cyde Pe!>plc," production and adm1m.strat1Ve wage v:o.uld clos~ Goodwill, 
,8 dry-cleaning fluid, is prevalent. which cl~>thes to launder which Pittman said. overhead and non·hand1capped because 1t IS n?t prof1ta?le to nm 
o Inside, workers 11re busy to dry dean .;md which to' use for '!'caching handicapped people Wages, a rec_l ~mahon . bus mess of 
...,;, sorting, cleaning, mending, quilt scraps, marketable skills, motivating them Good will shopp(!rs have Goodw1ll s. s.cope, The statement 
~ pressing, pricing and packing "Go<>dwill is the largest t9 work and then placing them in complained of an \!Psurge in of Good":'lll s purpose an,? ~atur~ 
Q renovated textiles. Fmm the recycling organization in the the competitive Job market is the prices. cballs theGir dem. P11loyfefes che~t.s first·sort conveyor belt, three t te '' 'd A ld P"tt . "It's not a rise in prices," ecause oo WI , o ers a servJce. 8 1 k t bl d 8 . 8· ' sal · rno 1 r_nan, main purp~>se of Goodwill, p1·ttman explained, but a result. of Most Goodwill employees are 
'" women Puc ou ·usa . crags an d~rector of personnel scrv1ces. Pittman s.01id. mentally retarded. M. any ·have ~ the economy. Clothing is priced at 
::!! . approximately ten per cent of the orthopedic deformities, and 
!_· c· om· putl•ng Center.· 'ons Of Paper garment's original worth. But as circulatory and cardiac troubles, ;:, / I the economY gets tighter, less Others are disadvantaged by age, 
people from middle and lQWer lack of education, ethnic, legal or 
~ By TERRY ENGLAND whole boxes of their old listings saving trees i10t profit." The classes contribute. The more cultural problems. 
=' . IBM l!sed to have a siQgan on for recycling," said McMahon. program helps '"keeP costs affluent are less affected by "You and I are lucky to be 
AO the outside of the boxes their· In a busy month the center constant." ·inflation and continue to buy new operating at 25 ·per cent of our 
cards were· packpged in that said may use 200 boxes m 640,000 McMahon prophesied 'the day clothes when they wish. So the potential capabilities," Pittman 
"Working paper, not paper work." sheets o,f paper, In October, 1974, when an archeologist in the year contributions have been of said. "We teach these people to 
But it appears that somebody a month McMahon considers 12,075 will be digging on a a higher quality than they use 70 to 90 per cent of their 
misca1culatcd on the amount of average, the center sold 710 mound of Earth that was once generally were before, though capabilities." 
paper needed to get the job done. pounds of paper 11nd 255 pounds Albuquerque and suddenly yell v.olume i~ slightly less than usual." "We like to l!>se our people," 
1'he UNM Computing Center of cards. Sincethecostofpaperis ..,Eureka, I discQvercd some A total of 98,000 garments a Pittman continued, "but 
ordered five million sheets of per thousand, and recyclipg is by garbage!" In that way, said week travel over the first sort sometimes a person just can't 
printer paper and 2. 5 million pound, this means an automatic McMahon, he can learn everything conveyor belt. Goodwill separated work outside of t.h!l sheltered 
cards last fiscal year, but the loss of money. But the ''main about our society, because ''we're its first sort workers from the rest workshop atmosphere." 
general concensus is that they'll concern of our program was not geared for recycling yet." of the shop because federal He pointed to a man working in 
run out before re·ordcr time. legislation requires that all the ironing section. Johnny can't 
After the paper is used, disposal worlcers associated with the work in a regular business because 
becomes a problem. Mick production of rags must receive his employers wouldn't tolerate 
McMahon, l!ser services manager, minimum wage. him. He has the comprehension of 
said the center became concerned 0 ther workers are paid a five-year·old and is easily 
about the problem "before it was· according to the individual, but distracted. But he's earning more 
the thing to do," so it attempted always "within the legal limit," money than he could on the 
to set up a recycling program. Pittman said. The sheltered outside. "The Social Security 
At first, the Boy Scouts workshop atmosphere deal~ with Administration is beginning to 
collected the material,. but '' each person's limitations question whether or not he's 
McMahon said that did n~>t always uniquely. handicapped," Pittman said. 
work out. Now the pick·up is The shop rate at Goodwill·will 
contracted to Sun·Rny Tray soon go to $1.40 an hour. "My 
Bindery of Albuquerque. cousin just wrote me a. letter 
Almost all paper product!( used asking me if it was true Goodwill 
at the center arc recyclable. The was running a sweat shop," 
only thing that is not is Ute Pittman said. "But what people 
carbon paper used in multi-ply fail to realize is that we are 
form, training people with ve1·y limited 
Sometimes printer paper is not' 
put in the collection boxes 
imincdiittely, particularly if the 
total amount of paper is a 
half-inch thick or thicker. In that 
case, it is set aside and later used 
again with the printing on the 
back. Some of the paper is cut up 
after initial use and made into 
memo and scratch pads. 
McMahon said paper users 
decide if they want to help in the 
prog:·am. Boxes for paper and 
cards are placed at various points 
in the building, but a lot ends Up 
in the garbage. The center has 
neither the time nor· the personnel 
to separate the recyclable from 
the worthless paper. "It's hard to 
find anyone willing to devote 
manpower to redycling for 
recycling's sake," said McMahon. 
. The effort is showing some 
gains. The center gets about $80 a 
month for the paper and cards, 
and it helps to keep costs down. 
"We do have users who bring 
1718 Yale S.E. 
Behind Pioneer Wear 
Telephone 24 7• IS67 
Recycled House 
The two photographs are of a house in Madrid, New Mexico, 
before (top) and after (bottom) it was recycled. 
Any WASH C!lnd/or WAX with this coupon. 
If you \Neint it done right, 
do _it yourself! 
HATCH eACK 
CPUGAR SLEEPING BAG 
Frostline has easy-to·make, sew·il"YOUrself 
outdoor equipment kits. This is your chance to 
build·in quality you won't find in factory•made 
equipment and save 30% • 50% of the ready-
made price. 
. . . . We think you'll be amazed 
with the quality and prices at Froslline. 
Frostline kits include everything you need to 
make a down sleeping bag, parka, tent, 
back pack and more. We even include the 
thread! All you need is a home 
sewing machine. With our detailed step-by-step 
instructions, even a beginner can make 
any of our kits. · 
We look forward to serving you! 
ltllil 
· ilnut.ttaitt <!lbalrt 
1406 tUBANK BLyD. N.E.-198-4196 
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Coors Cans 
. 
Program ... 
(Continued from page 1) 
about three per week, said Robert 
Kellerman, recycling manager itt 
the plant. Kellerman said he 
expects to be shipping one carload 
a day by this summer. , 
Maloof said he is especially 
proud of the results of the 
"cash·f~>r·cans" program in New 
Mexico, He produced figures 
showing more than 7.5 million 
Jbs. ~>f cans tumed over at the 2nd 
street plant since 1970. This 
represents about 52 per cent of 
the numbeJ• of Coors cans 
marketed in the state in that same 
period, 
Asked if he made any profit 
fl'om his recycling operation, 
Maloof replied "No." 
Maloof said Coors distributors 
are "strongly encouraged" by the 
company to set up recycling 
centers and actively promote 
"cash·for·cans" among the local 
citizenry, Losses incurred in the 
operations are partially defrayed 
by Coors. 
"Bill Coors (president of the 
brewery) has a total commitment 
to the protection ~>f our 
environmenl. an.d natural 
resources," said Maloof. 
"We think it's a great pl'Ogram 
and we're pleased to he doing our 
share. Besides helping to clean up 
the highways and .recycle tons of 
waste aluminum, it gives people a 
chance to earn money for many 
wor.thy ca11ses. It makes a kid feel 
tall when he can earn s()me money 
and. knows he's helping preserve 
the environment at the same 
time.'' 
' Maloof added that the 
"cash·for·cans" program makes 
"great public relations." 
Coors Company apparently 
feels that money lost, largely due 
t~> transportation costs, in its 
recycling program is more than 
compensated for by the good 
public image. 
A company spokesman noted 
that since 1970 cash payouts for 
aluminum beverage cans have 
totalled $14.7 million. 
Maloof stressed that all brands 
of aluminum beer and soft drink 
cans-not just Coors cans-are 
purchased at the recycling center. 
In addition, empty Coors bottles 
are purchased for a penny each. 
Living Batch 
Bookstore 
2406 Central Ave. SE 
Across from Johnson Gym 
Buy& Sell 
USED 
PAPERBACKS 
• 
Used Paperbacks 
especially: 
fiction 
science fiction 
psychology 
eastern religion 
Recycle your 
used books-
surplus thoughts-
or come hunt 
for a cheap read. 
····.;--~-..,~.:;..-.~-·---..,..._ 
Chicken Droppings: Excellent Fuel 
With a little cash, a bucket, a shOVl'l, and a st.rong stomach, you 
can run yom· cat without gasolin<'. 
England's Hal'old Bate and his d\lng·drivcn em· arc still around, 
and now h~'s go~ his C!>JWNsion device complete with instructions 
and drawings available for )l\II'Cha~e fot $55, air mail P!>stagc 
included. 
l<'cntured in the National Enquirer in l970, Bates (]#;,scribed 
how he took chicken droppings (or any animrtl or h\lm1111 waste), 
heated it to 80 deb'l·ees in an oil drum, and botlled. the l'esult.ing 
methane gas for use in his car as a faster, deane•·, and bl'Lt~r fuel 
than gasoline. 
"I keep tepl~nishing my manure supply every 2 or 3 weel<s," 
Bates said, 
In a Jetter in the Updated Last Whole Earth Catalog, Bate 
wrote that "the device is l'eady for connecting to the engine." 
The cost for the deVice also includes "Instructions and Drawings 
for Methane Gas Production from 
Chicken-Pig-Cow·Siu~cp-Horse and Human manure, also the 
construction of Methane Gas Digesi~1·s of all sizes." 
A British Ministry of Transport officer, while admitting that 
the concept wo1·ks, told the Enquil'cr tlt~t the1·c is "simply n~>i a 
sufficient supply of chicken manure" . to use the fuel on a 
maJ>s-use basis. 
The great new Hewlett-Packard HP-21 Scientific Pocket Calculator. 
Uncompromising quality at only $125. 
Now you can own a Hewlett-Packard scientific pocket calculator 
at a popular price-with traditional HP pe1formance and quality. The 
remarkable new HP-21 gives you all these features: 
' D More power than the popular HP-35. 
32 pre-programmed functions and 
operations, including rectangular/polar 
coordipate conversion, register 
arithmetic, common log evaluation 
and two trig operating modes. 
D Full display formatting. You can 
choose between fixed-decimal 
places displayed. When a 
number is too large or small 
for fixed-decimal, the H P-21 
automatically switches to 
scientific. 
0 liP's error·Saving RPN logic 
system with 4-memOJy stack. 
You solve all problems your 
way-without copying paren-
theses, worrying about 
hierarchies or re-structuring 
beforehand. 
0 H P quality craftsmanship. One 
reason Nobel Laureates, astro-
nauts, conquerors of Everest 
and over 500,000 other profes-
sionals own and depend on HP 
calcu I ators. . 
D Smaller size. Weighs only six 
ounces. 
See the new .HP-21 scientific 
pocket calculator today. Challenge 
it with your problems right in our 
store. You'll be amazed at the high 
petformance you can take home for 
only $125. 
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Daily Lobo • • Perspecttve Letters 
Editorial 
The Container Act 
A bill now in the state legislature would, if passed, prohibit the 
use of non·retu rnaiJie beverage containers. The bill provides for 
mandatory deposits on SOft·drink and beer bOttles and inc/UdeS 
an incentive for the use of standardized, returnable bottles. 
ThA "Beverage Container Act," apparently patterned after 
Oregon's "Bottle Bill," would require every 9ontalner on the. 
market to have some k.ind of label indicating the refund value, 
which WOIJid be five cents in most cases. 
. 
While it would seem the primary objective of this bill would be 
to help reduce litter in New Mexico, the conservation aspect of it 
is far-reaching. In energy alone, for example, New Mexico could 
save an incredible amount of BTUs-enough to heat thousands of 
homes. In Oregon, the "B.ottle Bill" was estimated to have saved 
1300 billion BTUs annually. That was enough to provide heat for 
two per cent of the homes in the state. ' 
The "Beverage Container Act" will IJndoubted/y meet wlth 
Editorials 
Opinions 
• • 
) 
• 
· vehement opposition from manufacturers and bottlers. But while 
the eventual banning of th-roWaways may lead to higher 
production costs, the savings from using only r_eusable containers 
would make the cost worth the trouble. When we're looking for 
ways to cut down on energy consumption, this bill is timely. 
lii\W:~!l'i!llllii1Uiiiil' ijru' liilf~%~~~ Letters WiWiWilim· WIW%1Wil!!im· RW!'f,w,l;;*mw,:m· -·-*'****'*~ 
To Game Or Not To Game ' 
Opinion 
Editor: 
I would like to comment on 
some statements attributed to me 
. 
Some Changes ·Are In Order 
By DODO BOGART 
Asst. Sociology Prof. 
John Kirk's recent "Indictment of the 
University" (Lobo, January 30) for non-use of the 
Student Standards Committee may encourage some 
members of the faculty and administration to place 
more cases before this group. Before they do, I 
think they should be aware of some problems I 
encountered in my experience with this committee 
last year. 
Mr. Kirk, committee chairman, gave me about 36 
hours notice of the hearing without consulting me 
as to time or place as required by the Faculty 
Handbook. He also gave me Verbal assurance that 
should the question be my handling of the matter 
rather than whether the students in fact copied, 
then I would be granted additional time to present 
my case. This assurance Was not honored. 
Associate Dean Roberts, advisor to the 
committee, asked me in advance for copies of 
memoranda which I gave him in confidence. He 
promptly turned these over to the students Without 
consulting me in . doing so. When I raised the 
question of professional ethics and propriety in the 
matter, he appeared insensitive to such concerns. In 
this and other respects he made me wonder how 
objective and fair his presentation of the .matter Was 
before the committee. 
DOONESBURY 
' In its hearing, the Committee failed to follow 
procedures specified by the Handbook. There was 
no clear, much less written, specification of charges 
nor of defense. I was subjected to an abusive and 
stressfu I attack by students and ostensibly 
sympathetic committee membtlrs. Most of the til'fle 
was spent on the student's highly distorted account 
of how I had dealt with the matter. At the end of 
this session, the Committee recommended that the 
students be allowed to withdraw with W's. I asked 
to know if the consensual judgment of the 
Committee had been that the students were or were 
not guilty of cheating. There followed a long and 
awkward silence in which it was evident that no 
• such consensual judgment had been sought much 
less achieved. One member turned to Associate 
Dean Roberts and asked, "What do we do now, 
coach?" It was I and not the students who were on 
trial in that hearing. The students ultimately 
obtained their W's although I remained convinced 
that they cheated and that a fairly conducted 
hearing would have established this. 
I believe that if we are to have a fair and effective 
Student Standards Committee· some changes are in 
order. It should be chaired by a person with a more 
enduring and more mature commitment to the 
institution than that of a student. It should be 
advised by a person of more professional experience 
in, and commitment to, the academic function of 
the universitY th;m the associate dean of students. 
.. 
in the Feb. 17, 1975 Lobo article 
entitled "To Game Or Not To 
Game; Club Makes War On 
Campus." The article was on page 
1 and discussed the activities of 
· the UN M simulations society. 
Regarding the statement "In fact, 
if I can find a willing professor I'd 
like to do my graduate research in 
simulations." I have zero interest 
in using simulations or simulation 
techniques in my own research. I 
would be willing to consult with 
individuals whose own research 
Involves simulations. I would be 
willing to collaborate with them 
inasmuch as I ·thought th~ir 
projects potentially useful and 
ioteresting. Regarding the 
statement "Simulations have 
definitely helped me develop an 
awareness of how people react in 
different social and political 
situations,'' simulations will on IV 
.help develop such an awareness 
when they are constructed to 
accurately model motivational 
attitudes and a host of other 
essentially psychological variables. 
I personally believ,e this type of 
simulation is very difficult to 
construct. I also have 
philosophical reservations as·- to 
the utility of such a model. 
The utilitY of a simulation lies 
in its ability to accurately and 
succinctly model a situation. 
Simulations are a product of the 
elements incorporated into them. 
As· such, their potential for 
innovative research is limited. 
Conversely, simulations have 
considerable potential as heuristic 
devices, They enable the "player" 
'to learn the simulation model and 
the elements incorporated into it 
quickly. The learning utility of 
such a simulation is only .limited 
by the accuracy of the simulation. 
Finally, I do not associate 
myself philosophically or 
politicafly with pacifism. An 
abhorrence of war neither implies 
that one is a pacifist nor precludes 
· a fascination with the elements 
and dynamics of war. 
Wm. J. Chasko, Jr. 
UNM Simulations Society 
Cost of Death 
Editor: 
I quite agree that the cost of 
death on the family estate, if 
there is any, is a very grave 
burden. It may 'mean that a 
by Garry Trudeau 
change in our social norms 
surrounding the ceremonies of 
burial is due; e.g., a wake is 
merely prolonging the agony for 
the family-needlessly; expensive 
caskets are meaningless, men and 
women are equal in death, the 
prince is the same as the pauper. 
· The question is, why should we 
spend so much money on 
something that is unavoidable? 
Doreen G. Oakley 
Letters to the Editor , . • 
Letters to the editor should be no 
longer than 250 words typewritten 
and double spaced. 
Sender's name, address and tele· 
phone number must be included 
with the letter or it will not be 
considered for publication. Names 
Will not be withheld upon request. 
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Landfill ... (Continued from page l} 
"You can't hear ~nytlling from those trucks," he 
said. As the driver was !licking up the hin, he saw a 
child running towards him; "The ~river sll~t 
everything down, and the .ktd tol';l lltm tha,t h_ts 
buddy was in tile bin," Reynolds sat d. The clltld m 
the bin was not injured. 
Drivers also have tr,ouble with dogs. "Tile biggest 
problem on the residential routes is dogs," Martinez 
said. "Tiley tear up the trash before we can get 
there' and our driver has to stop and pick it up as 
best he can." The Animal Control Center is now 
working with the disposal service., and their drivers 
follow the garbage routes. . . . 
Once tile trash an·ivcs at the landftii stte, tt 
presents more problems to the disposal crews. 
"We're always on the lookout for fires,'' Naranjo 
said. "People throw out ashes that they think are 
cool but once they hit that wind, they flare up." 
"The wind 'is really our biggest problem," 
Naranjo explained. The wind starts fires, and makes 
burying tile garbage more difficult. "When we get 
ACROSS 
1. Light blow with hand 
4. Board of Educ. F'in. 
7, Short fo~ pollux 
10. Miss, Mrs.,-.--
12. Long, long,~ 
13, Roc, deer (var.) 
14. E&riy., soon 
15. Coincidence 
16. Polluting gas 
19, "Tdck o1·--" 
20, A separate article 
21. Opposed to that 
23. Where 'l'rojans live 
25. Survival Manual for 
32. 'Luxurious 
3 3. Greek harp 
34. Gas suffix 
35. Father (slang) 
37. Standing room only 
40.. Orgallic instrument used for 
heal'ing 
41. I (objective) 
42. Nearest 
44. Sick 
46. Post OJ:fice 
47. "Dial1, the----, then 
the number." 
49. What hanglidcrs do 
52. "Hell--, we won't go!" 
53, One of what the Queen of 
there in the morning, we .try to work with our backs 
to the wind." 
Buried Beer 
People throw out everything. This. morning, a 
man came out with a whole load of laundromat 
washers," Naranjo said. . . . . 
A lot of food is buried at the landfill sttes, 
Naranjo said. "We get whole loads of beet. ~ou 
drive over it and bury it with the tears runmng 
down ¥our eyes," he said. He. said lettuce. ~nd 
frozen foods are also disposed of m great quanttttes. 
Recycling campaigns have had li.ttle effect on the 
amount of trash disposed of ttl Albuquerq?c, 
Naranjo said. Potential recycling systc':ls whtch 
could be used at the dumps have been constdered by 
Albuquerque Refuse Service, "but recycling is real 
expensive to get st;uted," Naranjo said, "Landfill is 
still the best and cheapest way." 
It takes the city 20 ·years to fill in 80 acres of 
land, Naranjo said. "People think that landf!ll sit~s 
are wasted space, but the Sunport runway IS bUtlt 
on an .old landfill site," he said. 
Tile· Albuquerque Refuse Service funds come 
from customer service charges. 
The 'hono·rablc lluben 
Gonzalcs .. Soso, ambassado:t and 
undersecretary of state for foreign 
affairs of Mexico, Will be the guest 
speaker in the Kiva Tuesday, Feb. 18 
at8p.m. 
Shlomo Atgo_re, the IsrncU 
ambassdor to the United States, will be 
at an informal gathering Tuesday, Feb. 
18 from a:ao-5 p.m. in Room 322 .of 
Ortega Hall, All students arc Invited. • 
• There will be a Skl Club. meeting Tuesday, Feb. 18 in the SUB Theater 
at 7;30 p.in.. GUest speaker. door 
prizeS. 
Or. M,. T. Mehdi will .lecture on the 
~tMiddle East Problem and Perspectives 
of Peacet' Tuesday, Feb • .18 at 7:30 
p.m .. in the SUB BB:J1room. 
H~arts made. 
5'7. Mcthan<J 
6.2. Tom- Jen·y G3. Iron before proces.~ing 
64., Eat (p.t,) 
65. Opposite of 35 across 
66. Appendage at the· end of your 
foot. 
67, Okie's 
(18, High Cl'aggy hill 
69, Public relations 
DOWN 
1. AJll:eemen t 
2. Seaweed 
3. Tenr (pus/; pat·t.) 
4. Violent, impetuous 
5. To yean (dial,) 
6. Verb tense of famine 
7. Held in 
8. Tahithtn' god of fertility and 
Will' 
9. Pertaining to a dictionary 
10. "We've got. it--!" 
11. Part of .a flower 
17. Livinll- Boolcs.tor<' 
18. He, site,-.--
22. 3rd PCl'son sing: to be 
• 
24. South oust 
25. Canned meat product 
26. Corn --(bread) 
27. En~ymc . 
28. International Revenue Scrvtce 
29. Grain 
30. Machine for ca)>turc 
31. Idolized person 
35. Latin: for 
36. Chopping instrument 
38. -Grande 
39. Aged . 
42; Narcotics agent {slang) 
43. One who tans hides 
4 5. A or B or C Ol' 0 etc, · 
48. Measure of dist. in India (var.) 
49. A tax 
50. Exclamation of despair 
51. Assistant 
·54. Agl"iculturc 
55. Sloping platform 
56. Russh)ll king 
58. Local NBC affiliate 
.59. Amendment giving 1·ighta to 
wo•nen 
60. What you wear on Yt?Ul' h~ad 
61. Jewish Tcnttortal 
Organization (Jewish abbrev.) 
Now in Stock- Complete 
Mother Earth News # 1 -31 
*Andy Warhol's Interview 
* East West Journal 
* Dance Hall of the Dead 
(in paperback) by Tony Hillerman 
* J. R. R. Tolkien Calendars 
* Frazetta Fine Art 
Fantasy Prints 
*ZAP Comix 
*·Bruce Lee Posters 
OPEN SUNDAYS 
NeY#slancl 
41 8 Central SW 
843-755'9 OVER 500 
25,000 PAPERBACKS 
SPECIAl INTEREST 
MAGAZINES 
Special math·e·matics tutorin-g 
program for...,_ minority .students. All 
levels, undergraduate and g.r:aduate. 
Also consulting on mathematical and 
statiStical S.SJ]eC.ts of dissertations. 
Interested minoritY students should 
contact Richard Griego, department of 
mathematics, Humanities 431 o.r ~au 
277·3117. 
Rocker Sole Anatomy of -a Root 
"Life is a journey, 
no( a destination." 
ALBUQUERQUE 
GROWTH CENTER 
505·344-7523 
Groups Couples Individuals 
for more ir~fo.rillatlon call: 
3020 Rio Grande NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87107 
Gestalt Therapy 
New Mexico 
DAILY LOBO 
Vol. 78 No. 96 
Box 20, University P.O., UNM 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131 
Editorial Phone (505) 277-
4102, 277-4202 
·The New MexicO DallY L<>bo Is pub. 
lished MOnday through lftiday every 
regular week qf the Ut_iJVersity y~ar 
and weekly 'durmg the summer sess1on 
by ·the Board of Sftldent Publications of 
the UniVersity .of New M~icp, aUnd is 
not financially assoc.fa_ted with Nl\1. 
second Class J)ostage paid at Alb~QUet· 
que NeW Mexico S7181. Subs_crJPtlon rat~ is $10.00 f_ot ~e n:~ademic year. .. 
- The oPinions exn_ressed on the edJ· 
torlnl pag.. of . The Dolly Lobo are 
those of the author solely. Unsigned 
opinion is that ·of the editorial .. ~oll!d 
of The Dally Lobo. Nothing pr!nwd >n 
The .. Dally Lobo n~essa. rily represents 
ihe views Qf the university ot New 
M'exlco, + 
In a natural stride, weight 
moves from the heel, altirtg 
the ol)ter side of the foot 
then diagonally across ·to the 
big toe, which springs you off 
on your next ste·p. Roots 
rocker sole helps this shift in 
weight making every foot· 
step just a Uttle 1ess tiring, 
Fine Canadian Leathers 
'the soft skins are natUrally 
finished so irt Roots you'll 
look as good as you feeL And 
because Roots are. designed 
and made in Canada. 
you needn't PaY 
through the nose for your fe<t 
. Gift Certificates Available 
' -
.. ' 
.... 
· Supported Arch 
The citY sidewalk can be a 
teal arch enemy and fallen 
arches _hurt. Roots arc con .. 
toured to support the arch 
and the small recess between 
the balls of your feet. 
Roots Natural Footwear 
3107 Eubank NE 
#29 Scottsdale Village 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
293-3377 
........ 
Hours 
Daily 10-6 
Thursday til 9 
Sunday 12 to 5 
·~· j . 
Recessed Heel .. 
Walk on sund and your heel 
will leave the deepest part of 
-your· footprint.· rn -naturat 
wulking, n\ost of your weight 
lands on your heel. CQnVen- · 
tiona I shoes.-....even tow 
heeled shoes-iilt you forward 
and change your basic pos-
ture. In Roots, your heel sinks 
into a (omfortable recess 
giving YoU a na.tural Walk on 
~ any kind of surface, 
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MANILA: Catholic archbishop Jaime Sin haR called on priests and 
parishioners to prohibit the "pagan practice" of throwing rice at 
newlywed couples. He urged people to save rice for the needy. 
W A.Sl:UNQTON: A. 1939 International Ibrvcster bus recycled once 
by the Merry Pranksters may find another home at the Smithsonian 
Institution. '!'he department or cultural history at the museum is 
considering transferring the bus from its present location .in Ken 
Kesey's barnyard. · 
BE)LO HORIZONTE, BRAZil.: 3000 people may be deprived of 
their only income if a $6.5 million recycling plant is built. They 
currently make their living-about BO cents por day-by scavenging 
the city dump for rags and paper, Opponents say crime will increase 
if the plant is built. 
·u.s.S.R,: The state publishing companY announced a plan to re·issue 
scv<Jn out·of·print books. The price of each volume is 44 pounds or 
waste paper for each volume desired-to be provided by the 
customer, 70,000 tons of paper would bll reclaimed when all the 
<s:> volumes arc ~old. · , j TUCSON: William !lathje, a University of Arizona· <~nthropoligist, 
- and 85 students rllcently :malyzed trash from :180 lower and middle 
class homes. The study revealed that in Tucson, 9500 lbs. of edible 
food worth $10 million is w~sted each year, 'l'he team also found 
that middle inc()me families Waste more food than lower·income 
families. Ten per cent of a sample household's food ended up in the 
garbage. 
Bookstore Saves Bags 
The UNM bookstore saved five to sil< thousand paper bags with its 
recycling progr;~m at the beginning of second semester, said . 
bookstore manager A. 0, Jackson, 
"With about 18,000 students enrolled, we probably used 15·20 
thousand bags in the first week of school," Jackson said. 
The bookstore set up a table in the lobby for studenb to drop off 
unwantl!d bags after purchasing this semester's academic volumes. 
The bags wer!! collected in large plastic sacks three times a day and 
refolded for use, "It's not recycling in terms of grinding the paper up 
and remaking a new product, just reusing the old bags unf.il thoy 
break." 
The bookstore used the bagging system to make sure students paid 
for their books at the register. "When we don't have such a crowd 
we don't insist on the bags, but until we can come up with a plan 
where people can be checked for payment without using bags, we 
use this." 
Trashy Place ... 
(Continued from page 1) 
."Then the city governments get upset because of the possible 
fire hazard," said Katonak, 
In addition to newsprint, KNMB also accepts donations of 
glass, aluminum and steel cans, cardboard, office and computer 
paper, and egg cartons, . 
Donated glass is separated into color piles of clear, brown, 
and green and must have lids and metal attachments removed. 
Coors bottles and Importers Brand bottles are resold to 
distributors and the 'others are crushed and sold for such 
purposes as making glassphalt, a type of paving material. Their 
Botue·Duster was donated by Creamland Dairies. 
Cardboard which is not wal< or plastic coated is sold to a local 
broker and egg cartons are accepted for sale back to their 
original dealers. 
Steel cans arc crushed and shipped to Texas to be de· tinned; 
they are then shredded into "black iron" and processed to 
collect copper. Rogers hopes that some day an economical 
process will be developed to also recover the iron. 
A medium-sized aluminum can crusher was donated to the 
group by Joe G. Malo'of and Co., which also picks up and buys 
all brands of aluminum cans turned in at the center. 
Recycling is only one facet of KNMB's operations. They also 
run other beautification programs from which the recycling 
program was an offshoot. . 
ln observance of the nation's Bi-Centennial celebrations, the 
group is distributing 100,000 trees to be planted in the state by 
various organizations. 60,000 willows, poplar, and cotton·less 
cottonwoods have already been planted. . , 
The Sheik Restaurant 
Lebanese Food 
Featuring 
Shish-Kabob 
. Kafta and.Rice 
Lebanese Salad 
If you're tired of the fast lunch, 
come by and try us. 
11 :30-2:30pm 
5:30-9:00pm Mon.-Fri. 
5:30-9:00pm Sat. 
.922 San Mateo NE 
(At Lomas) Phone-265-04~ 1 
' 
New Mexico Schoo o 
Ceramic Arts 
Announces .Spring Session 
Starting March 10. 
.. 
Now taking registration for seven weeks of basic, 
wheel throwing techniques designed for the novice 
and those with a limited knowledge of ceramics. 
For those who want addi-
tional work time to iricre~se 
their skills supervised lab 
sessions" are available also. 
Day and evening classes offered. 
Raku Class 
Starting 
March 3 to May 12 
2517 Quincy NE SuiteD 
266-5222 
On All Beauty Supplies 
To UNM Students w/I.D. 
We offer only the finest Products 
at the lowest Prices 
Also 
We Clean and Style 
any Wig or Hairpiece· 
' . 
for only $2.00 
3810 Central S.E. 
• 
BEF Reapportionment Gets Boost 
By DAN Wll,LIAMS 
The proposed legislation to reapportion the Board of Educational 
Finance (BEF) went a step further yesterday when an unfavorable 
report from the Sen~te' Educ~tion Committee was overtunted on the 
Senate floor by a vote of 21·18. 
The bill is scheduled to go before the Senate body tomorrow for 
their final vote. lf passed, it will then go to the governor, but 
according to Senate Majority Leader C. B. Trujillo "The govemor 
said be would not support the bill." . ' 
Basically, the bill would provide a new membership selection plan 
for the BEF. Under the new plan, BEF members would be chosen 
along the same lines as used for the State Board of Education. This 
WOUld give the state what proponents Say WOU)d be a "one man One 
vote" type of representation, 
Now there arc 11 voting members on the board and only one of 
those members comes from Bernalillo County, the most populous 
district in the state. The reapportionment measure would give 
Bernalillo County three members, approJ<imately one member for 
every 100,000 people. Membership for the rest of the state is also 
· designed to provide districts a one member per 100,000 population 
ratio. 
The lead opposition on tile floor came from Sen, Ike Small~y, 
Dist, 35 who said he was worr.ied that there "may be inequities 
U11der the proposed plan t.lt:1t are not under the present' plan." 
Sen. Smalley said tlta~ under the plan, Now Mexico Tech. and 
Western New Mexico University are in tltc same district a11d because 
of th~ they "might get the short e!td of (BEF) appropriations." 
"Western would not get the same representation if the board 
representatives came from Socorro or New Mexico Tech," Smalley 
said. 
On the ·other hand, Sen. Joseph Gant, D·Carlsbad, sponsor of the 
Senate Bill said the measure would not only create a "one man·onc 
vote" situation, but it would also create a more responsive board. 
"In our study and analysis of the BEF, we found that .instead Qf 
being a board, it is more of a confedcratio~J, We are attempting to 
make this board a federation insteqd of a confE!deration," Gant said. 
But Sen, C. B. Trujillo disagreed. 1-Jc said the Legislative Fin11ncc 
Committe!! is drafting a memorial asking the BEF to come Ul> with a 
new institutional funding formula by noJ<t fall and "if board 
membership is changed it will hamper th<J efforts toward developing 
a new formula." · 
Law School Dismisses Parker ~==================~~==~ 000000000000000000000@ g ASUNM PEC PLUGS IN g a Bertha Sisneros·Patker, 
chairperson of the ASUNM. Lobby 
· Committee, has been dismissed 
from the UNM Law School 
because of her grades. 
Sisneros·l'arker removed as 
chairperson of the Lobby 
Committee. 
B!lcause she is no longer a 
student, action will be taken by 
the ASUNM Senate to have 
Sisncros·Parker allegedly failed 
in an appeal to her law professors 
to be placed on academic 
probation rather than dismissal. 
S i sneros·Parker ltas been 
Faculty Senate Loses 
The UNM faculty, in a mail referendum ballot, defeated a 
proposal calling for the establishment of a faculty senate Friday. 
The proposal. failed to receive the two·thirds majority necessary 
for its adoption into the Faculty constitution by 12 votes. 
If passed, the measure would have provided for an elected 
representative minority to handle faculty affairs, 
In statistics released by the University Secretary John Ourrie, 419 
voted in favor or the proposal and 227 against. A total of 431 votes, 
or 12 more in favor were required for passage, 646 or 78% of the 
823 eligible faculty voted. 
Proponents of the measure say passage of the measure is vital to 
the efficiency of faculty actions. Currently, the ten per cent needed 
for a quorum at faculty meetings is often not present, rendering any 
decisions made by the body ineffective. 
"It is quite possible and certainly legal that the issue may be 
brought up again," Currie said. 
Rec.ycle le 
New • Used • De~nos · 
AIWA-8track/ car cassette 
AIWA-cassette I radio portable 
Wollensak-8 tr. decks r/p 8055 
Wolensak-8 tr. deck r/p 8054 
Wollensak cassette deck 41 50 
Wollensak cassette deck 4760 
Wollensak cassette deck 4755 
Wollensak portable cassette no. 400 
Wollensak r I r portable · 
Panasonic compacts, portables 
Pioneer system- was $650 & $450 
Marantz system-was $510 & $410 
Pioneer system-save $200 
Marantz system-save $100 
Nikko-Hi-Fi House system 
Altec Phillips system-save $100 
$180-$ 90 
180- 90 
190- 149 
150- 129 
160- 129 
280- 199 
200- 169 
100- 75 
90- 69 
Save up to 30'M 
Save $200 
Save $100 
650- 450 
510- 410 
435- 285 
795- 495 .I 
Shure cartridges-with this ad-save Yz (except v15) 
Recycled amplifiers. tuners, changers, etc. from $39 . 
Misc. speakers & speaker systems from $5.00 
Mis. junque from $1.00 
3M-Scotch cassettes sc-60 2 for price of 1 
·25 Years of Value 
involved in Senate debate as to 
whether she was effectively 
lobbying for students in Santa Fe. 
More recently a questi()n was 
raised by Sen. P. M. 
Duffey-Ingrassia as to what has 
happened to Lobby Committee 
funds handled by Sisneros·Parkcr. 
Specifically it is alleged that 
there is an outstanding hotel room 
debt of about $500 in 
Sisneros·Parker's name. 
If the room is indeed in her 
name Sisneros·Parker would be 
liable for the debt. 
House Passes 
Tenant Act 
On a vote o[ 58-3 the New 
Mel<ico House of Representatives 
passed the Uniform 
Owner-Relations Act which sets 
up definite obligations for 
landlords and tenants in :New 
Mexico. 
Sponsored by Rep. Raymond 
G. Sanchoz, D·Bernalillo and Rep. 
Ronald Chaplin, R,Bcrnalillo, the 
bill now goes before the New 
Mexico Senate for approval. 
The bill received a Unanimous 
"do pass recommendation" last 
week from the House Judiciary 
Committee. • 
The bill sets up a contractual 
relationship between the landlord 
and tenant with specific guidelines 
pertaining to problems of security 
deposits, refunds, responsibility 
for repairs and late tent penalties, 
n 
000000 00 000000 
000000000000000000000000000 
g THE 2 1/2 HOUR CONCERT! g g . FEBRUARY 23, 1975 g 
g 8=00 P.M. g 
g UNM ARENA g g Student fDiscount ltckets · g 
o . await. at s.u.b. box office o 
0000000000000000000000000000 
The Cultural Program Committee 
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS 
POPEJOY HALL-
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
Present 
EDDIE 
BRACKEN 
and ARNY 
FREEMAN 
• 1n 
Neil Simon's Latest Hit Comedy 
The SUNSHINE BOYS 
TONIGHT-·· 8: 15 P.M. 
Tickets $6.50, $6.00, $5.50, $4.50, $3.50 
UNM Students 0 Price 
Tel. 277-3121· 
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Photograph by Jud Frondorf 
Obscenities Welcome 
Fat· those who aren't aware of 
the fact already, each Tuesday's 
Arts page in the LOBO is devoted 
solely to the reproductiot1 of 
student artwork. 
What this means is that for a 
Tuesday page to be good, a few of 
you ate going to have to 'sh\lffiC 
over to the LOBO office during 
the precl!ding week and drop off 
some of your work. 
The spoils of doing so are low. 
No money is involved and the 
person who receives your work 
might be grumbling something 
about those "bastards at Scholes." 
Don't be deterred. Persevere. 
Your poe try, photos, stories, 
essays, witticisms, drawings and 
love is 
the lo.st Excuse 
God fell out of the sky, 
one day. 
Exumed an entire city. 
"Excuse me/' He said, getting up, 
"I must've slipped." 
He stumbled, getting back out 
into the sky. 
His foot took out the side of a 
mountain, 
sending boulders after 
scurrying ttavelers. 
God's head seemed full with 
a heavenly headache. 
or=~~~~~-~Je~fi~";e~~-~~;u;ds~o9n 
His Excellency 
Shlomo Argore 
Israeli Ambaswdor to the US 
Will be at an informal 
gathering held by 
Jewish Student 
Union-Hillel 
and Jewish faculty 
. On Tuesday, . 
February 18, 1975 
Rni 322, Ortega Hall 
' 3:30-5:00 p.ni. 
_,_ : Pleue.~omeerf!YoiH!III•Ired. 
scribbled obsccniti.cs are 
welcomed with open arms. . , 
Whether you consider yotirse\£ 
a professional or merely a 
babbling dilettante, feel free to 
expose all to u~ in Room 138 of 
Marron Hall. 
,. 
Remember: Klaatu Barada 
Nikto. 
Suppart Lalla 
fldv•rti••r• 
DO YOU NEED 
CASH? 
Earn $1 0 a week 
donate twice weekly 
BLOOD 
PLASMA 
DONOR CENTER 
8 am to 5 pm 
Tuesday-Saturday 
DOCTOR IN 
RESIDENCE 
842-6991 
\ 
ALBUQU,ERQUE 
<r :. .-
.1307 CENTRAL NE' 
david walking away from laura 
By DANIEL NUSSBAUM 
David and I,a\lra went to the 
supermarket right lifter they made 
love. They didn't even wash, 
Laura put some Nivea cream on 
her lips. She brusned her long hair 
a little and they each put on pants 
and a t·shirt an.d left. 
While thi!Y drove to the 
supermarket she put some more 
cream on her lips, She wouldn't 
leave her house without 
moisturizing cream any more than 
she would without a pack of 
Kools, Her canvas handbag, which 
she liked to carry clutched into 
her armpit was 1ittc1'ed with 
empty packs of Kools and 
squeezed out tupes of Nive11. 
David told her once, "You use . 
more lotions and ointments th>~n a 
pederast." · 
She asked him what a pederast 
was. He told her, "a. homosexuaL" 
She asked him to explain. 
He told her that two men 
engaging in sexual intercourse, not 
having the benefit of abundant 
vagina! secretions ofte11 used 
ointments. 
She laughed and said, "really." 
She told him he made "delicious 
fun" of her. She would praise his 
teasing as fanciful, playful and 
exquisite. 
That's how he would have 
described the way they had just 
made Jove. Dav.id was euphoric. 
nut it was clear that she wasn't. 
He wanted to shout his joy, and 
be happy together, But evet·ything 
he said was answered with s:1d, 
silent indifference. 
"Laura," he said, while the bed 
covers were still on them, "wasn't 
that good!" He was on top of her 
and looked at her very. closely. 
The curtains let in a little late 
aft<1rnoon light through the 
windows. 
She raised her eyebrows and 
nodded a little, 
"Laura! I'm so happy!" He 
held her· bare shoulders. She 
looked great In bare shoulders. He 
wondered how his face could 
contain his grin. 
She wasn't happy. 
It was only the second time 
they had made love, although 
they'd been friends for over two 
years. They· were drunk the first 
time, and each behaved 
differently from their 
expectations of each other. It 
became something to get over. 
This experience erases that one, 
David thought. He felt passionate 
and affectionate, and more 
passionate and affectionate, and 
then very h:tPPY that their long 
friendship was becoming sexual, 
as well, 
They gazed at each other: They 
smiled. David couldn't imagine 
that her feelings were any 
different; 
By the time they made it to the 
supermarket David was angry at 
Laura for snatching away the 
illusion of happiness so quickly. 
He wondered if everybody were in 
their own, isolated movie. If their 
shared experiences are simply 
material for their sep-arate 
fantasies. 
It was robbery, he thought. 
David was confused. Laura was 
confusing. 
She pushed the shopping cart 
through the glaring flourescent 
light of the supermarket, and 
David walked along. Neither 
spoke as they pipked a few items 
. off the shelves. She looked old 
now, Her skin was olive colored 
and clear. There weren't any 
wrinkles on her face. But the 
expression on her face reminded 
David of those he saw on women 
Wiliting (or eleva tors in 
department stores when he was 
little, or those on women sitting 
on benches. 
David was font years older than 
Laura, who was 19, but he always 
felt she was more sophisticated 
and worldy·wise. And older. · 
Ivan lllich, a contemporal'y. 
Marxist writer says that childhood 
is an invention of the middle class. 
That the notion of putting aside 
the first portion of life for make 
believe did not occur in society 
until children became expendable 
in the work force. And 
childhood became a province of the 
bourgeoisie-a condition unknown 
to the poor and the rich, to whom 
reality was either so demanding or 
so engrossing that to have a period 
of life that didn't count was 
absut·d. 
(Continued on page 9) 
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'Wf'agon 
Makers of-Hand Mode Indian Jewelry 
OLD TOWN 
,------------------------~ ( Student Initiated Courses \ 
1 ~ in the I I Undergraduate Seminar Program 1 
1 We would like to have proposals from undergraduate students for I 1 one credit hour undergraduate seminars for Semester I, 1975-76. I 1 Proposals should be made on a form which is available, together I 
I with information on the program a.-.d some guidelines for proposals, I 
at the Honors Center (ground level, west wing of the Humanities I 
Building). I 
Deadline Is February 28, 1975 
-----------RED HOT PANTS 
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. david walking away from laura 
(Continued {rom page 8) 
By this theory David had a 
childhood and Laura did not. 
. Laura's father owned many toy 
factories in Germany until the 
climate for Jews forced him to 
leave. Whjch hE\ did, with his 
mother, and a good part of the 
family wealth intact. Laura had 
been · seeing a psychiatrist since 
she was eight, but it's easy to 
exaggerate that point. All her 
friends had been to shrinks almost 
as long as they had been to 
school. 
felt so good before." He started to 
say "I felt like I was in love with 
you before," but backed off from 
the weight of the expression. 
"How the hell do you think 
that makes me feel?" He felt like 
a rapist, but thought it would be 
unfair to say that. 
' 
"I'm glad you felt good." He 
thought she was taunting him" .. "I 
didn't." 
David stopped himself from 
accusing her of faking pleasure in 
bed. He remembered how small 
her hands were when she held him 
before. David stood. in front of the shopping cart. Laura pushed it, 
and he pushed it back. There was 
almost no one in the store. David "It's not my fault." 
pushed harder, and Laura said, Laura had a face of astonishing 
"David, get out of my way," very .beauty. The lips that she 
evenly, trying not to show the annointed so often were surely 
annoyance in her voice. • worthy of great care. She kept 
"You're beautiful when you're them tucked away when she was 
angry," he said. thinking. When she was relaxed 
and happy they unfolded and 
She looked at him, "ahd then 
she said, "bastard," quietly, 
exploding the "b," shaking her 
head as she said it. 
"Laura, why are you doing this 
to me?" 
"Doing what?" 
"Why are you angry at me? I 
summer 
in europe 
CHARTERS 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1 BOO 325·4867 
·-
LESS THAN 
1/2 
REG. FARE 
.• A Spring Break i Two university credits 
i A workshop with 
i . Stanley Keleman 
! The theme and title' of thf<'! Wl1tkshop come from j Sta{lfey Kelemants new book 
·i Living_ Your Dying 
: (Ran_dom House), ~~tplore . .attlkl_deS and f~a11 
i ·about dyfng whJch dictate your living style. i . Mud~ _2~29 Jemez ~.M. M~ke reservations 
:beFore March t. S27S,O() Include! Rent and 
5 Board, -
' Cttlf~714-299-S480 i orwriu:~ 
ii
i Renaissance lnlegrJied Workshops 
PO Bo~3094 
1 ~"§!Saf.ifomia92103 .. _ 
became mobile, often resting in a 
smile of delight. 
Her eyes were green, large and 
lovely. But sometimes to David 
they seemed like two 
synchronized wrest! ers who 
wouldn't let him go. Or two laser 
beams that would cut until they 
exposed some 11ncomfortable 
emotional fact. 
Laura was always after him to 
reveal unhappiness that he would 
rather hide. She would insist, and 
he would give in. Sometimes they 
would end up staring at each 
other, shaking a little, sileht, with 
tears running down their faces. 
But at this moment it was 
Laura who was hardening herself, 
resisting the emotions. .He knew 
how easily a word from him 
would make them botb cry. It 
wasn't what he wanted. He tried 
to remember how he felt when he 
was making love to Laura. 
"I'm going over to look at the 
pa perbaeks," he said. Walking 
over to the paperback section he 
saw a boy who looked 16 or 17 
who David realized without 
thinking was the most sensual 
•human being he had ever seen. 
Every confusing thought about 
Laura slipped out of his mind. He 
forgot she was in the supermarket. 
He began to shi.ver slightly and 
thought he would never be hap~ 
until he made love to the boy. 
' 
Very Fine 
European 
Indonesian 
Food 
Sandwiches 
Reasonable Prices 
Hours Daily/ II am to.l2 am 
Telephone 765-5671 
160() Central SE 
Photogro.phs 
The sleepy, ambiguous progress 
Of the azure eve discovering 
The photograph of unfulfillment. 
$taring of what never was to be. 
The sour c!itcb In the stomach 
Ringing alarms, noiselessly, calling 
The hooc!winking muddy clear. 
My God, rivers erving tears. 
l.istless pain, an Indifferent sorrow 
Hi!rcllv real. What is it? Onlv love. 
Anc! the smiles, ungrasped grasping 
Speak of my loss, my loss. 
-Jack Cargill 
The Bird Lives 
UNM's student arts magazine, 
the Thunderbird, is now accepting 
submissions for an Issue to be 
printed this semester, The 
magazine J>rints poetry, short 
stories, essays, photos, drawings 
and other forms of artwork 
created by stude11ts. 
Deadline for contributions tor 
the upcoming issue is the 
beginning of Match. All 
contributions should be brought 
to Rm. 105 in Marron Hall. Past 
issues of the Thunderbird can be 
picked up there also. · 
Whereqw/ityls I he tonsfdflt l~tot. 
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Complete 
Clean & Pack. 
$18.95 Specialll 
(1 0 Speeds) 
FAST SERVICE 
PEDAL 'N SPOKE 
Our new printer Ca,..O..J'elecrronlc ll I I I Calculators is a math brain at heart. ~Ge;:--,:-t-a -m-a~st-er""""i_n_m_a=th--1.. Canon's F·10P 
Pafmtronic F·S calculator 
from Canon features 
• micro-programmed keys 
for trig, inverse trig, expo-
nential, log, power; 
•eciprocal, 
square root 
and pi 
functions 
•live 
memory,~ 
&digit 
capacity 
• "flip-flop:· 
sign change, 
reverse keys 
c"-" ,,..,, .. ,, •1 
• F='ea1ures all trjg~ log, conversion 
and exponential funclions 
• Le1s you choose display alone 
or display With printer 
• Compules in totallyalgebtaic 
logic 
• High speed lwo-cotorprin1ing 
' 
Canola F~tOP Scientific/engineering 
printer with hardaWiied funcUOn 
keys. For the same features. Wilh 
disPlay, seo our F·10. 
Statistically speaking, it•s the 
Number One choice. 
Canola F·20P eleclronlc 
printing carc:ulalol" for 
Eitatfstlcal analys1s features 
•.all input and output with a 
sit'lgle touch of a l<.ey 
• simpliCity of operatfon 
• all inj:wl and outpUt labeled 
for easy Identification 
•fullY buffered keyboard 
8~G0 
AMERICAN COMPUTING 
& l:LECTRONICS 
2017 San Mateo N.E. . 
505·265·953!; •. . 
Albuquerque, New Me~ic:O 8711 0 
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Golfers Place Eighth In Mexico 
r-i 
~ Aftm: fini~hing the first J'ound 
~ ill second place, the UNM golf 
~ team wound up in eighth place at 
..., the Pun American JnL~rnational 
0 Intcrcollogiutc Golf 'l'ourn;uuent:, 
.g held in Mon torrey, M(•xico Feb. 
'"' 12-15. 
,e. "We started oul; near the top 
·a nnd worked our way backward~," 
A said Conch Die)< McGuh·c. 
8 UNM was one of' 22 teams 
'R invHed-17 from the United 
,; 
;:;( S t11 Les <md five from Mexico. 
a: 'l'cxas won with an 873 followed 
~ by Al~izona State with an 875. 
UNM scOl'cd an cv<.m 900. 0 
r-i 
"OC the 17 U.S. teams there," 
said McGuire, "•tt le11sL ten were 
among the best· in the nation. So, 
I'm really not disappointed with 
om: showinff. '!'he first day we did 
vcr·y well, but the last day was." 
windy and we did bad." 
·The J"obos were in fifth place 
after the second round before 
· falling l:o eighth, 
Brad Bryant finished among the 
top 20 golfers with a 222 total, 
Ohhcr scores for UNM was John 
K I "c and Brad Schm.ircr with· 
223's, H;trold Garrison with a 232 
and Randy Kahn shot a 242, 
The Pan American, although 
held in Mexico, is sponsored by 
the Pan American college in 
Eden burg, •rcxus. 
The tournamcn t is played on 
the Club Cillnprcsprc Golf Course, 
which according to McGuire is 
probably the finest cours11 in 
Mexico, 
The UNM team will split and go 
in separ<~te directions for its next 
action. The Aztec Invitatioll<Jl will 
be held in San Dit•go, March 
10·12, and the New Mexico State 
Invite is slated for Match 13-15 in 
Las Cruces, 
~ Women Ro~ndballers Stay Alive 
By SVf!eeping 2 .'Jn Las Cruces 
By HAitoLD SMITH 
Beth Born, Linda Huttox and 
Janie Cotner led the Lobo 
women's basketball team to a 
sweep in Las Cruces this weekend 
over Texas·EI Paso and host, New 
Mexico State. UNM beat U'l'EP 
45·42 nnd the Aggies 60-58. 
In Ft·iday's Miner contest BOl'n 
scored 15 points on five field 
Dally lobo 
Sports 
shooting, "Defensively," she said, 
"we did a good job." 
Saturday's Aggie confrontaLion 
placed fom· Lobos in double 
figures including Hattox-18,. 
Cotncr·l6, Chris Baca-10 and 
Margaret Gonznles-10. 
Hat; tox, the 5-8 center for 
UNM, employed her patented 
tum-around jumper ft·om the top 
of the key, enabling the Wolfpack 
to take a three-point win OVCI~ 
their conf1•rcncc foe. Of couJ·se, 
Marpe said, "It does hurL on 
offensive rebounds, but (overall) 
her rebounding is good, especially 
on defense."· 
win over Weber Stute in Carlisle 
gym hero Friday night. Marpe s11id 
their chances for the conference 
crown is "almost zilch" since 
there m·c six teams ahead of them 
and there arc only five games left. 
The Lobos will play Brigham 
Young and Utah on February 21 
and 22 in Utah, 
Pepino's On Central 
LUNCH SPECIAL 
Spaghetti, Salad & Garlic Bread $1.25 
Good For One FREE Beer 
limit one per order 
~UTIS $1e40LI 
a new, large shipment of 
5 different weights. 
-5 plies plus rovings. 
VILLAGe 'voou 
the fibercraft store on San Felipe in .Old 
goals and five of ten free thi'Ows. 
No other Lobos were in double 
.figures, but the rest of the squad 
were presenting a balanced attack. 
Born's teammates, Debbie Kates, 
Cotnec and Dee Dow each put in. 
six. 
"We really keyed for this 
game," .Marpc said. "Pal't of it is 
the attitude of the team. It is 
much better-." She also said her 
players were not affected by the 
trip like they are by the car-driven 
ones to Colorado. "NMSU is a 
sho1't trip," she said. 
Get Back To EARTH 
UNM coach Kathy Marpc said 
she went to a man-to-man defense 
because of U'l'EP's outside' 
'l'he Marpe-led dribblers are 
now 5·8 on the season overall and 
4-4 in conference action with a 
Struggling Grapplers 
Lose Two Of Three 
'l'he still struggling UNM wrestling team took to the road last 
\Veekend and came back with a win ovc1· Western State, and losses to 
Adams State and Air Force. 
The Lobos lost to Adams State, 22-16 in a dual meet 011 Fdduy in 
Alamosa and then split on Saturday, losing to Air Force 30-9 tmd 
defeating Western State 29·17, ht Gunnison, Colo. 
"The Air Force score looks lopsided,'' said coach Ron Jacobsen, 
"But it isn't indicative at all of the way we wrestled. We made some 
stupid mistakes which probably made the difference." 
Heavyweight, Milton Seals suffered two disappointing defeats to" 
drop his overall record to 14·3·0. 
"Milton knew we needed a fall to defeat Adams State.," said 
Jacobsen. "I hate to sound like I'm ct·ying, but th~ Adams State 
wrestler kept backing off. Finally, Seals hnd to make. a despel'ation 
move and he I!Ot taken down which lost him the match. He reallv 
felt bad about the loss but his good team effort gained him a lot or 
respect from the rest or the team. 
"I'm sure he felt kind of down going against Air Force, so he lost 
that one too." 
The Lobos were hampered by the absence of Dave Goodier, who 
· became sick and couldn't make the trip. UNM had -to forfeit six 
points in all three matches at Gilpin's 190-pound class. 
Frank Gilpin improved his overall mai·k to 14·5-0 after sweephtg 
all tht•ee of his matches as did Tom McClain who moved to Hl-10·1. 
The wrestlers will be home Friday to meet Brigham Young ht a 
dual match at 7:30p.m •. in Johnson Gym. BYU is the favorite to win 
the WAC chnmpionspips which will also be held here on March 1. 
Budget Tape 
' 
with 
PEOPLE MOVERS 
(B) 
(A) MUNDO: Luggage. 
(B) LATTICE: Luggage ... .$22.95 
s 
Coronado ·center 
and Records 
4117 Central Nl 266•9887 
. O.pen Monday•Frlday lla00•8:00 
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Absence Of Funds May 
TKO University Boxers 
By SARAH SEIDMAN 
Twelve UNM stuc1ents run two "We've got a good chance to 
miles a day, do exercises and get funded, but I'm a little 
punch at giant sandbags under the worried that Lavon McDonald 
supervision of another UNM (athletic director) will be jealous 
student, Joe Turrietta. of the a thleUc and financial 
They are the University's competition with his teams," 
new-and very unofficial-boxing Turri etta said. 
club. ''We could get local and state 
Manager and trainer Turrietta clubs to box here at UNM, charge 
said he started training young men some money and pay back part of 
to box as an alternative to the cost of buying equipment," he 
watching them go "to the said, noting that some matches 
streets," ','It makes them feel make $1000 per competition. 
good, it makes men without Victor Romera, one of 
needing a bottle of alcohol or Turrietta's boxers, won the 98-lb. 
other drugs." division State Silver Gloves 
Turrietta, with help from UNM Championship in Sal)la Fe in 
faculty advisor Toby Duran (asst. 19 7 4. Another UNM boxer, 
coordinator, Chicano Studies) has Bobby Ware, won the bantam 
applied to Student Activities for a class in the national Amateur 
club charter and has asked the At hI c tic Union ( AA U) 
UNM Intramurals and Recreation tournament in Knoxville, Tenn . 
Depl. for funds to buy equipment Boxer John Sanchez lost a 
the team. __ one-point decision to the 
Golden Gloves champion in his 
weight class after workiug out for 
only one month with Turrietta 's 
club. "You're in such good shape 
that you don't get hurt," said 
Sanchez, who lost 20 pounds in 
the first month of workouts. 
The dozen glovers, and ten 
other interested students, work 
ou~ under former boxer Turriettn 
at the former Bobbie Foster Club 
on William SE, from 6·713 0 p.m., 
Monday through Friday. 
The program involves at least 
two miles of ·daily running, 
exercises, punching a light bag for 
timing and accuracy and n heavy 
bag for power. Sparring matches 
arc hcl d un dcr 'l'urriett's (a 
22-ycar boxing enthusiast) 
supervision. The club is open to 
all, for information call Joe 
Turrictta, 877 ~8 2!).§,_ •• ,.,~...,....,..., 
ft looks like the battle for funding will be the number one fight on the boxing club's slate this year. (L to 
R) Victor Romera, Manager Joe Turrietra, John Sanchez and Edward Vigil. 
CONSULTATION) 
. 
INTERNATIONAL 
Exclusively By Appointment 
!255-01661 
7804 Central SE 
(Between Wyoming & Central) 
-----~., 
SOME OFFICE JOBS ARE MORE 
INTERESTING THAN OTHERS 
In the old days if a mall wanted to be an executive and" cmved adventure 
too. he could skipper a clipper .1hip. 
"Today ••• the clippers are gone •.• bul the supersonics arc here. And 
sWashbuckling executives still get theitchance. 
That"s maybe a million bucks worth of plane. And when you fly it the 
responsibility's a II yours. 
lf you'd like to mull that over every ![me you bank or toll at 1.4UO mph. 
try for Officer Training School after you graduate from college. After 
completion or this school you wiU attend. pilot training and . have. a 
.11arting salary of more than $9,800 annually. Also, remember the n.tee 
idea of yourself, an Air Force pilot. cap1ain of all you command, getting 
to vi.lil foreign pons like the dipp~: captain of yore. 
An Air Force officer's life is a great life! 
Why just bJ' a .sktpper of a desk? 
For complete information celntact your local Air Force representative, 
Sgt. Don Poteat, 296·2345 or 766-2260,2125 Wyoming Blvd. N.E. 
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r-----------------------, ~ Now Get Decent Copies ~ UN M Mountain Club will meet 
Wednesday, Fo.b. 19 at 7:30 p.m. in 
Room ~29 of the SUB. There will be a 
special sl!dc sllOW of the NM 
mountains. Trips !or tho spring break 
Will be discussed. !'or info onll Dick ni 
247-4813, 
at 7¢ Each ,;::: 
Across From UNM 
Day and Night. Printers 
2220 Central SE 266-2424 
Believe It Or Not 
Special Closeout 
Superscope QA-450 
Integrated Amplifier 
Reg. List Price $199.9 5 
Now Unbelievably 
Only $89.95 
Compare this Superscopo {the company that brings you Marantz and 
Sony) with units costing up to three times as much. Three year parts and 
labor warranty. We service what wo sell. Now is tho time to upgrade to 
1rue Hi Fidelity, 
Open Until9:00 
...... -?· 
,- ~~,--· 
/' "\ 
.--·:( ._;J,.. ~ \ 
HI·FI STEREO 
_j/ (/ 
-~-L·~ __ _./ 
ski touring & 
backpacking 
specialists 
2421 San Pedro N.E. 
266-8113 
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CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISINv 
Rates: 10¢ per word per day with a 
$LOU per daY minimum chn~gc. 
1'crms: J,nymcnt must be mnde In full 
prior to Insertion of advertisement. 
Where: Marron Hall, rm. 132 
· or b11 muil 
Classified Advertising 
UNM P,O. Dox 20 
AlhucauertJUe, N.M. H7131 
~ 1) PERSONALS ~ 1'UESDAY, February lS, 1975, His Excet-
1-4 lmtey SHLOMO ARGORE, Israeli Atn· 
0 bassador to the United States will be at 
• ~ informal gathering in Rm 322, Ortega 
~ Hall, 3:30-5:00 PM, Please come, every. 
- one's Invited. 2/18 
=s NOT PLANNING on flunking out but do-l!= ing it. anyway? Call AGORA. We'll lis-
~ . ten. 277·3013. 2/21 
~·PREGNANT AND NEED JIEJ .. P? You 
(.'!~ have friends who care at Birthright. 
,-. 247-9819, trn ! 1'lNKER back from tour at Pepino's, 
,.:: Start Feb. a. 2/14 
2) LOST & FOUND 
LOST: WALLET between Garfield and· 
Yale Park on Ha~vard. Reward. Please. 
George, 243-0581, · 2/24 
I!'OUND: POCKET KNIFE, Quivira Book 
Store. Identify & claim, 266·1788. 2/24 
FOUND: Black fur-lined leather glove. 
Dring mntc & claim. Rm. 146 Comput-
ing & Info Science. 2/24 
3) SERVICES 
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS, .compe-
tent instrU(!tion and that's ho lie. Tom 
Prisloc 2G8-H71. 2/26 
' . 
CALL 1'HE PROFESSIONALS I NM 
Editype: editing/typing. 26G-4567 after 
4:00. .2/19 
TYPING, l'rofesstonnl and accurate. on 
IUM Selectric. 1181·1359. 2/21 
EXPERIENCEt> TYPIST. Manuscripts, 
papers, thesis, etc, 50c per page. 345·. 
3288. . . . 2/17 
PROI~ESSIONAL TYPIST. InM Selectric. 
Reasonable rates with gtinranteed · nccU• 
racy. 298·7147. . . . .. . 2/7 
PASSPORT,, IDJPNT1FICAT10N phqfos •. 
Lowest pru!es m town I Fast, pleasmg, 
Nenr UNM, Call 2G5·2444 or come to 
1717 Girard Dlvtl NE~ tf'n 
WATERDEDS~complcte systems starting 
at $69,95. Water Trips, . 3407 Central 
across . from Arbics. 268·8455. ten 
4) .FOR' nENT 
EFF1C1EN_.o_Y~~-. -U-N~M::-"-on..:e~b~lo-cik~,-u-t~il-.it-.le-s 
pnid, $110. 2601 Silver SE, 255•1§762/24 
FEMAL~ ROOMMATE to share large 
(]) 
...., ...., 
Vl ·-ro '-I-0 
I.-$ 0.. 
00 I.-
-c 0 c c LJ.. 
·- < u 
>- c u :J (]) LJ.. ~ 
house neal· campus, $92.50/month. t•rc· 
fer !JUiet, serious graduate .student. 206-
5324. 2/24 
1-BD ltOOM AI'T. Furnishe1l, carpeted, 
$130 including utilities. 139 Ynle SE, 
843-7490. 2/24 
ICACHINA APARTMENTS, 2 blocks 
UNM. Deluxe 1-bc:droom, $155/month 
utilities included. 301 llarvnrd SE, 265· 
6348. ten 
MID·CAMPUS APARTMENTS. Modern 
cfllclencles, super close to campus, $125 
month utilities inclti!le£1, 1516 Copper 
NE, 247-8022. 2/19 
BRAND NEW SIX-PLEX. Huge 2 bed· 
room townhouse, furnished, fireplaces. 
Spirnl stairs, enormous closets. Open· 
ing Special, $220. Utilities pnf!l,. 1405 
Gold SE, 842·0925, open house week-
ends. . .. . . 2/28 
GARDENS-home growns better, cheaper 
-lrrigatc1l by owner. 277-5813, 873·1131. 
• 3/31 
TJIE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An 
apnrtm~nt complex for the :Young and 
the young at heart. Rentl1 start nt $130. 
J.argc swimming pool. Efficiencies & 1 
bdrm available, furnished or unfurn-
ishell. Walldng distance to UNM. 1520 
University NE. 243-2494. 2/27 
5) FORSALE 
STEREO WITH AM-FM radio, speakers: 
$70, 765-2287 weekdays. 8:30-5:30. 2/19 
'70 DATSUN PIGKUP, $1375. '71 Dodge 
Colt Sfution Wngon, $1645, 761H133. 
• 2/18 
STEREO with AM·FM turntable, Pana-
sonic speakers, $60 Rod, 344-3694 eve-
nings. 2/24 
19GS SAAD, 3 • bdrm, 2 bath house ncar 
Winrock, 255•37U. 2/18 
1973 TRlUMPH MOTORCYCLE . 750cc. 
1'i~::cr, excellent shapeJ Not n scratch I 
2700 mi, $1375, 266·1056, 2/21 
1952 CHEVY f!ancl Truck, 235 cu. in., 6 
cyl. Rebuilt by Brock Auto, Jan.,.
1
3
2
0, 
nsldng $400. 260-1050. " 4 
THERE'S SOMETJIING you should know 
nbout Honda Cars , •• They can now be 
seen nt Honda Cars Lbl • • • 1100 ~lo 
Grande. NW at 1-40. See and test drtvc 
Rond Test magazine's Imported Cnr
1
or 
the Yenr, today. . 2 18 
WHY' TAKE LECTURE NOTES, use a 
pocket size mini-cassette. Heavy duty, 
Rechangcablc batteries, carry case & 
extras. $G5 or best offer, 2G8·8023. 
SKI TOURING & BACKPACKING equip-
ment from the professionals at the Trail 
Hnus~Sales, rentals, service, nnd clinics. 
Sl;1ce 19G'7, New Mexico's lending ski 
touring center-Trail Hnus, 1031 San 
Mateo SE1 256·9l90, . . 2/20 
ASTROLOGICAL DJRTHCHARTS, $3,00. 
Tune-ups artd cnr ·repairs, cheap, 255-
3225, evenings. 2/21 
TtJRQtJOiSE & SILVER HEISHI Choker 
$4.95 each, inlay Peyote. fing $6.95 each 
nnd Jots, lots more, due to special tax 
aale. Dead Shaman Inc., 400 San Felipe 
NW, Old Town, 842-9588. Open 10 nm-
7 11m, 7 days n Week. 2/28 
SWW'l' RESEAitCH MICROSCOPE: ~·out• 
objectives, variable illuminator. Very 
reasonable, 298-3875. 2/2.0 
1972 l~IAT SGO. New top, tires & electrical 
system. 25,000 miles. $1500. 831-3285. 
2/19 
UICYCLES FOR SALE. Largest S'llcction 
nt lowest prices on Gltane, Liberia, 
Zeus, and twenty other or the world's 
• finest makes, Used bikes from $30. New 
bikes from $90. WORLD CJIAMl'IO.N 
BICYCLES, 2122 Coni Place SE, 843-
!1378. trn 
1969 I~ORD VAN . 6-cylinder, scats five, 
nice Interior ·and exterjor, runs great 
$1550. 2!16-3728. 2/18 
VOLKSWAGEN ENGINES, $300 rebuilt 
installed & Guaranteed. Peoples Car. 
Impos·t & domestic auto repair. 4747 
Isleta SW, 873·0525. Volkswagen Spe-
cialists. 2/26 
STEREO COMBINATION - turntable, 
AM-FM, S-trock & speakers, excellent 
condition, $75. Ron, 243·1489., 2/18 
OUTSTANDING CONDITION 1!15!1 MGA 
coupe, low mileage 1800 engine. Call 
247- SOU nrter 6:00. • 2/18 
CHARJ .. IE ROMERO. Unique gold and 
diamond wedding rings. 293-6901. 6/2 
. . 
PADDL'EBALL PLAYERS! Protcd your 
eyes against balls and racquets with our 
new eye ~n~ards. Stop by and have a 
look. The Bike Shop, 823 Yale-SE. 842· 
9100. Un 
HANDBALL PLAYERS I we now stock 
Wednesday 
Free Films 
''Charlie Chan 
in Egypt'' 
w/Rita Hayworth 
Continuous 
Showing, 
10 am to 3 pm 
SUB Theatre 
Sponsored by 
Student Activities. 
handball gloves, . balls, wristbands and 
headlmnds - All at special low prices, 
The Dike Shop, 823 Yale SE, 842-9100. 
tf'n 
CYCLISTS I AVOID the spring ~ 
Get your bike ready for the worm 
Weather now. The Bike Shop, 823. Yale 
SE. 842-9100. trn 
VOLVO & VOLKSWAGEN WORK. Rea• 
sonable prices, Foreign Auto Service, 
6121 Gibson SE, 265·6124. tf'n 
WATERDEDS complete systems starting 
at: $G9.95, Watl!r Trips, 3407 Central, 
Across f'rom Arbies. 268-8456. tt'n 
lil EMPLOYMENT 
STUDENT SPOUSES arc invited to antJly 
for Jiosition on UNM Student Publica• 
tions production staff. .to wpm typing 
.spee1l Is . required ~ time Temaining 
with UNM is. a primary consideration • 
Training \viii be provided. Contact Stu-
dent Publications Business Office, Mar• 
ron Hall 132 for additional information. 
KRST-"BEATLE BRIGADE" now being 
forrned-VW Deatlc owners-KRST will 
PaY $5.00 per week to beatle owners for 
drivin~:¢ around town with KRST decals 
ort your car. Offer limited to the first 
twenty to call 266-7946.. 2/21 
3.1 07 Eubank N.E. 
In Scottsdale Village 
294-4160 
P•Tex 
Wax· 
Sharpen 
Special $8.50 
CD 
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WANTED: LIVE· IN Housekeeper; age-
20',a, four bedroom house, rent free: 
share only in utilities and food. Call 
298- 0921 or 292·0036, 2/21 
OVERSEAS JOBS-Australia, Europe, S. 
America, Africa. Students all profes-
sions and occupations, $700 to $3000 
monthly. Expenses paid, overtime, sight-
seeing. Free information. TRANS-
WORLD RESEARCH CO., Dept. A·26, 
P.O. Box 603, Corte Madera, CA 94925. 
------ 2/27 
PART-TIME JOB, graduate students only. 
Afternoons & evenings, Must be able to 
Work Friday & Saturday ·nights. Must 
be 21 years old. Apply in Person, no 
phone calls, please. Save Way Liquor 
Store, 5704 Lomas Nil. 2/21 
7) MISCELLANEOUS 
BEGINNERS CLASS-.lapancsc Karate. 
Contact Martial Arts Club, 2nd floor 
Union. T, TH, F, S. 8:00-9:00 pm, 2/21. 
IS SOMETHING ABOUT your life ha3SI• 
ing you? Scientology helped me to get 
it together-613 San Mateo NE, 265· 
9545 . 2/21 
FJGURE MODELS AVAILABLE. Call 
Stephanie 255-6664. New models also 
welcome. 3/10 
, 
-SALE 
BOOTS 
Lange-1 5% Off 
Munari~20% Off 
Tecnica-~ Off 
SKIS 
Lange--1 5% off 
Munari--20% Off 
Parkas 
Sweaters .. ~<.. 
Warm up Suits 
15% to 40% Off 
We have Burt Bindings 
f 
